The Wiggles Movie Introduction
Staring The Wiggles: Greg, Murray, Anthony, Jeff, and Emma

Greg: Hi everybody!
All the Wiggles: We’re the Wiggles!
Greg: I’m Greg!
Murray: I’m Murray!
Jeff: I’m Jeff!
Anthony: And I’m Anthony!
Greg: Welcome to the movies! You’re just in time to watch “The Wiggles Movie”! You might see Jeff
fall asleep!
(Jeff asleep)
All the Wiggles: Wake up, Jeff!
(Jeff awake)
Greg: You might see Murray playing his guitar! You might see Anthony eating lots of food!
Anthony: I love foods!
Emma: And of course, you might see me taking the lead of the Wiggles because Greg might come later
during the film!
Greg: That’s right, Emma! Back then, I collapse backstage during the Bushfire Reunion! Which means
my heart condition was 100% blocked! Luckily, I’m eternally grateful for the people who stepped up to
use their training and skills to save my life! The reason why I must retire is that I must exercise to keep
my heart healthy in order to be in the film!

Emma: Very cleaver, Greg! Another reason why Murray and Jeff retired is because they’re so rich! So
you might see them reuniting together again!
Greg: You might also see our friends, Dorothy the Dinosaur, Wags the Dog, Henry the Octopus, and
Captain Feather sword, the friendly pirate!
Murray: You might also see our new friends, Charlie and Rachel! They’re the biggest fans of us!
Jeff: So keep an eye on the big red car!
Anthony: And enjoy the movie everyone!
Story
This is me, Charlie! I’m having a greatest day of my whole life! And
that’s my best older sister, Rachel! We live in our main home, Fort Worth,
Texas! The greatest town where we grew up at!
Rachel and I did everything together, like we enjoyed playing a little
game of soccer! I enjoyed playing soccer, in fact, I wanted to be a best soccer
player in the world! I started watching TV. Then, I saw the greatest soccer
player in the world, Lionel Messi! I called out, “Rachel! Rachel, come look!”
“What is it honey?” Rachel asked, when she came over. “Lionel is the best
soccer player in the world! Boy, I wish I could be the best like him!” I said,
thoughtfully. Rachel put her hand onto my shoulder and explained, “Look, I
know you want to play soccer just like him, but you’re not as good as Lionel, Charlie.” Then, I ran to my
room and started to cry. Rachel didn’t mean to hurt my feelings. So, she asked mom and dad, “Mom!
Dad! Charlie wants to be the best soccer player in the world, just like Lionel Messi. Do you think he’s
good enough to work there?” Mom said, “Oh, Rachel! He doesn’t have to be a best soccer player in the
world, but Charlie could start out with an easy job that he can take if you give him this.” Mom gave
Rachel the classic Wiggles DVD.

After I cried, Rachel came in and said, “Charlie, look, I’m sorry that I hurt your feelings. All that I
was saying is you can start out with an easy career if you watch this.” “What’s that?” I asked. “This is
the classic Wiggles DVD! Let’s watch it together!” Rachel answered. Rachel put in the classic Wiggles
DVD and then, I found my career, The Wiggles! I became a biggest fan! The next day, it was my

birthday! We had a ton of birthday cakes for everybody, including me! Mom gave me a first birthday
present which is Red Nose Wags toy! Then, Rachel came in with my surprise present which is Network
Wiggles Book! I read through it and asked, “Rachel, do you know where Network Wiggles is really
located?” “I think Network Wiggles is really located at Australian Broadcasting Corporation down at
Australia,” Rachel exclaimed. “But I can show you where the Wiggles live!”

Later, Rachel found another Wiggles Season 2 DVD, she put it in and I saw the whole Wiggly
World, including the Wigglehouse! We even know what the Wiggles names like Greg, Murray, Anthony
and Jeff! Also their friends, Captain Feathersword, Officer Beeps, Dorothy the Dinosaur, Henry the
Octopus, Wags the Dog, and the Wagettes. The next day, Rachel found Lights, Camera, Action, Wiggles
DVD, she put it in and saw where Network Wiggles is really located!

One month later, I’ve been enjoying The Wiggles series on Network Wiggles channel on TV!
Then, both the Wiggles series and Network Wiggles channel was cancelled and cut off! “What
happened?” I gasped. Rachel came in and explained, “Well, The Wiggles are cancelled and so does the
channel!” “But why they cancelled it?” I asked. Rachel said, “There is a reason why they cancelled both
The Wiggles and Network Wiggles! I’ll show you!”
Rachel put on Fox News for Charlie. We watch it and a news reporter announced, “The Wiggles
have been performing for over 15 years! After 3 years Greg has some savvier heart condition that he
would like to announce!” On the news, Greg announced, “From sometime there, I am suffering from a
condition, in which I found out, my heart doesn’t pump enough blood in my body, when I stand up. So
that means I must make some changes for the rest of my life in order to manage it. It means that I will
be able no longer sing or dance the way I want to, so that means I must retire as the head of the
Wiggles.” After Greg’s farewell announcement, the news reporter announced, “Now the rest of the
Wiggles are very rich, in fact, Anthony would like to make an announcement!” On the news, Anthony

announced, “Hi, we’re the Wiggles! Since we’ve been performing for over 15 years, we became so rich!
In which means that we must retire. So that means your show and channel will no longer be on your
own TV.” Then, I became so upset! My dream is to work at Network Wiggles at the Wiggly World in
Australia, but now Network Wiggles can’t come true either. I ran up to my room crying.
Rachel didn’t know that I wanted to work at Network Wiggles so badly. She came over to mom
and dad. Rachel said, “Mom! Dad!” “What is it, deer?” Dad asked. Rachel explained, “Remember that
you told me that Charlie should start out with an easy career, like… working at Network Wiggles?”
“Yes?!” Dad said. “Well, we saw that the rest of the Wiggles are retiring and the show is cancelled!”
Rachel cried. Mom put her hand onto Rachel’s shoulder and explained, “Look, I know that the Wiggles
are becoming very rich, but the reason why they’re so rich is that they want to buy their own house and
car with lots of money.” Then, Rachel thought to herself about what might happen if the Wiggles spend
all their money for their retirement. She said to herself, “If the Wiggles ran out of money, they need to
go back to performing again!” “Yeah, so Network Wiggles is still at the Wiggly World in Australia!”
Mom said, “You can still take him there!” “Thank you, mom and dad!” Rachel said as she gave mom
and dad a hug.
In my bedroom, I was crying on my bed. Rachel came into my room and said, “Look, I know that
the Wiggles retired, but they need to perform again.” “What do you mean?” I asked. “They’re about to
run out of money!” Rachel answered. “So we need to get to Network Wiggles!” “But Network Wiggles
is now cut off!” I said, thoughtfully. “I see that Network Wiggles channel is cut off, but Mom and Dad
said Network Wiggles is still there at the Wiggly World in Australia,” Rachel exclaimed. “I’ll be happy to
take you there!” Then, Rachel began to sing, “Well, when things don’t go very well, try not to be a
quitter! Don’t you ever give up! When you didn’t get your dreams in the first place, just keep on trying
harder and harder! So try not to be a quitter! Don’t you ever give up! Keep trying!!!” “Thank you,
Rachel! You’re the best sister ever!” I smiled.

Rachel and I packed our suit cases in our bedrooms. Later, Mom and dad took Rachel and I
down to the Fort Worth International Airport. When we arrived at the Fort Worth International Airport,
we unloaded the car with luggage. Then, Mom said, “Bye, Rachel! Take care of Charlie and make sure
he’s safe, okay?” “I will!” Rachel said. Dad came over to me and said, “Goodbye, Charlie! Have fun
seeing the Wiggles!” But before I forget anything else, I asked, “Dad, if we want to stay in Australia,
what about you and Mom?” Dad put his hand onto my shoulder and exclaimed, “If you miss us, just give
me a call and we’ll move on our way, okay?” “Okay!” I said with an agreement. First, Rachel and I gave
our luggage to the fly boy. Next, Rachel and I scanned through the security lanes. Finally, Rachel and I
looked around for the terminal. We waited, until our flight is called. The fly girl announced, “Attention,
ladies and gentlemen, the flight #2134 to Wiggly World, Australia now a boarding!” At last, we hopped

onto the plane. The plane took off from Fort Worth, Texas to Wiggly World, Australia. We even flew
over the floating Arctica Island with penguins on it.

12 hours later, when the plane arrived at the Wiggles Airport, we got off, and got our luggage.
Rachel called out, “Taxi!” The taxi arrived. The taxi driver asked, “Where do you want to go now?” I
leaned up front and said, “Take us to Network Wiggles, please?” The taxi driver groaned, “Sorry kid,
Network Wiggles is closed now.” Rachel explained, “But Charlie and I just got here to reunite with the
Wiggles, could you at least take us there, please?” “Well, alright!” The taxi driver groaned.
When we arrived at Network Wiggles gate
entrance, Network Wiggles got abandoned. Rachel
and I saw that every set were closed and no one
else was around. “What happened to this place?” I
gasped. Then, Wags the Dog, dressed up as a
guard, said, “Hello and welcome to Network
Wiggles World! I’m Wags the Dog!” The taxi driver
said, “Hi Wags, we got our biggest fans who really
want to meet the Wiggles… and well, reunite
them.” Wags groaned, “I’m sorry, the Wiggles aren’t here!” I stood up and said, “But we’ve just
traveled on our flight to Australia. Besides, our dreams were to reunite with the Wiggles again so that
they won’t run out of money.” “Well, okay! Come on in!” Wags said, as he opened the gate entrance.
The taxi driver pressed the button to open the secure garage door.
As soon as the taxi stopped, Rachel and I got out. Rachel said, “Thank you, Taxi for taking us
here!” “You’re welcome! Have fun!” The taxi driver said. We looked around and everything looked
abandoned. “Maybe this studio seemed hopeless,” Rachel gasped. Then, a friendly pirate named

Captain Feathersword came in front with Dorothy the
Dinosaur and Henry the Octopus. Captain Feathersword
said, “Ahoy there me hearties! I’m Captain Feathersword
and these are my friends: Dorothy the Dinosaur and Henry
the Octopus! Welcome to Network Wiggles, where
dreams can come true!” “I know!” I said. “I’m a huge
fan!” “Now, if you just follow me please! On with the
tour!” Henry said, as he lead the way.
Captain Feathersword, Henry, and Dorothy showed us the
first stage, Network Wiggles News. Captain Feathersword said, as
pointed out the stage, “This used to be Network Wiggles News,
where Greg hosts the news, and I announce the weather!” “And
don’t forget I did a live report, right?” Dorothy added. “That’s
right Dorothy!” Captain Feathersword said. “Okay, the next
building is where we hosted a quiz show, Where’s Jeff?! Let’s go
check it out!” “Come on, Charlie!” Rachel said. But I didn’t go with Rachel and go on the rest of the
tour. I was wondering what Network Wiggles News looks like inside. So, I went inside.
When I came inside, I looked around. I saw Greg’s old
desk, the weather map, lights, camera, and action. “Wow!” I
gasped. Suddenly, a door knob was opening. So, I hid
underneath Greg’s desk. When the door is open, two magicians:
Wally the Great and Roland the Remarkable came inside Network
Wiggles News too. Roland showed Wally around and said, “Now,
this here is Network Wiggles News!” “Well, you know, Roland the
Remarkable, I love the Wiggles since I was a boy! A better way to
honor the Wiggles is to turn this studio, a Network Wiggles
Museum! I think I’ll call this exhibit, Network Wiggles News
Stage!” Wally said, sternly. “Wally, Wally, Wally! You may be the
great son of your father, Waldo the Magnificent, but this property
has been closed down for over 13 years ago and the Wiggles
hasn’t come back yet,” Roland explained. “But if they raise up to
$6,000,000, and the Wiggles reunite, they get their studio back!”
Wally suggested, “But what if they lose?” Then, Roland thought
of an evil idea. He said with an evil laugh, “If the Wiggles lost
$6,000,000, we’re going to close Wiggly World down and then
change it to an amusement park with a special attraction, Wally the Great, in which is… you!” I felt so
surprised! In fact, I ran outside screaming! Wally and Roland saw me running outside. Roland said,
sternly, “Wally, stop that kid!” Wally went after him.
While I was running, I turned around and saw that Wally was after me. Rachel saw me running
away. She shouted, “Charlie!” Captain Feathersword, Dorothy, and Henry saw me running away too.
Henry said, “Whoa, whoa, whoa! Wait up, kid!” Captain Feathersword said on his microphone, “Wags,
close the gate!” When I ran outside, I saw Wags closed the entrance gate and he came over to block the
entrance gate. Wags said, “Whoa, whoa, whoa, where do you think you’re going?!” I stopped and said,

“Wags, I am ever glad to see you, but there’s trouble!” “Trouble, where?” Wags asked, thoughtfully.
Rachel, Captain Feathersword, Dorothy, and Henry came up to me. Rachel said, “Charlie, why are you
running away like that?!” Right when I was about to explain to Rachel what happened, I saw Wally
almost caught up to me. I said, hurriedly, “I’ll explain later! Rachel, where’s the taxi?!” “I think the taxi
left!” “But we have to get out of here and find the Wiggle houses!” I said, hurriedly. Captain
Feathersword saw his pirate ship on wheels. He said, “Hey, get in my pirate ship, let’s go!” Captain
Feathersword, Dorothy, Wags, Henry, Rachel and I got into Captain Feathersword’s pirate ship and he
drove away. When Wally came up, he saw that Captain Feathersword drove them away. Wally thought
of another evil idea and said to himself, “Maybe if I kidnap Dorothy the Dragon and Wags the Stray,
then, I will be a new star for a new theme park!”
While Captain Feathersword was driving, Dorothy asked,
“So explained to me, what happened?” I explained, “There were
two evil magicians: Wally the Great and Roland the Remarkable,
who were inside that Network Wiggles News stage saying, if the
Wiggles loose $6,000,000, we’re going to close Wiggly World
down and then change it into an amusement park with a special
attraction, Wally the Great! Well, Wally is taking over the Wiggles
and the rest of you guys!” “Oh no! This is terrible!” Henry
gasped. “We got to find, the Wiggles! They know what to do!” I
said, immediately. “Captain, can you take us to the Wigglehouse down at the Wiggly World?” Captain
Feathersword knew where the Wiggles retired at, but first, he said, sadly, “Well, the Wiggles use to live
at the Wigglehouse at Wiggly World, but I know where they live now! Let’s go find, Anthony, first!”
Captain Feathersword drove us down to Greg’s house.
When we arrived at Greg’s house, we saw that the lights are off inside Greg’s house. “I don’t
see anyone inside Greg’s house,” Rachel said. “Is there a door bell or something?” I asked. “Well this
looks like a doorbell, well here we go!” Henry said, as he pressed
the doorbell. Once when Henry pressed the doorbell, the lights
came on inside. When the door opened, brightly, Anthony was
there! He said, “Hello? Captain Feathersword? Dorothy the
Dinosaur? Wags the Dog? Henry the Octopus? What are you guys
doing here and who are they?” Rachel explained, “Well, my name
is Rachel and this is my brother, Charlie! We’re your biggest fans!
We want to meet you and…” Anthony interrupted and asked,
“Whoa, whoa, whoa, you said that you guys want to meet me?” “Right, but we also need your help!”
Dorothy exclaimed. “Say, why don’t you all come on in, and explain what’s going on!” Anthony said.
As soon as we got inside, Captain Feathersword, Wags, Dorothy, Henry, Rachel and I sat down
on the couch with Anthony. Anthony asked, “So tell me what’s going on, Charlie?” I explained, “Well, I
have some terrible news here! The two evil magicians: Roland the Remarkable and Wally the Great…”
But before I could explain anything else, Anthony interrupted and said, “Yeah, I know Wally the Great!
He’s about to buy our old Network Wiggles and turn it into a Network Wiggles Museum! Isn’t that
great?!” “Yes, but… no! It isn’t great at all!” I explained, specifically. “Wally and Roland spoke privately,
and I was spying on them that they’re going to plan to tear down Wiggly World and turn it into an
amusement park with a horrible main attraction, Wally the Great! Him!” Rachel explained too, “In what

Charlie is telling you is that the only way to bring back your studio and save Wiggly World is to earn
$6,000,000!” “$6,000,000?! That’s impossible!” Anthony gasped. “Well, unfortunately… I haven’t seen
my old friends in a long, long time. I guess some people forgot about us.”

When Anthony walks away, sadly, Murray came by and asked, “Anthony, are you okay?”
Anthony said, sadly, “Well, Captain Feathersword, Henry the Octopus, Dorothy the Dinosaur, and Henry
the Octopus brought two beloved fans, Charlie and Rachel who wants to reach up to $6,000,000, but I
told them that’s impossible.” Murray sang, “Well, even if we have forgotten… about us, or something
began to end! There are still pictures in my head! No matter if our colored shirts could become gray, or
we became… destroyed! If we try our best once again, we could give the audience another chance to
entertain! And as the audience loves all of us… we’ll become more popular to the rest of the world!”
When Anthony and Murray came back, Anthony announced, “Well then, let’s give ourselves a
try.” “Well, great!” I smiled. “Well, thanks to Murray here, if we better go, we better get going!”
Rachel asked, “Wait, what about Jeff, Greg, and Murr…” Murray interrupted and said, “I’m right here!”
“Well, we better find Jeff!” Rachel said, correctly. “So, where’s Jeff?” I asked. “He’s probably asleep on
his bed upstairs!” Murray answered. “Well, we better wake him up!” Anthony said, immediately.
When, Anthony and Murray came inside, Jeff’s bedroom, Jeff
was still fast asleep on his bed. Murray whispered, “Jeff is asleep, we
have to wake him up, Anthony!” “1, 2, 3, WAKE UP JEFF!!!” Anthony
and Murray shouted. Jeff woke up. He said with a mighty yawn, “I
really want to sleep!” “Well, it’s time for us to get back together!”
Murray said, immediately. “I thought we’re retired, in fact, I feel very
rich!” Anthony explained, “But Jeff, we have to be back together and
perform to raise up to $6,000,000! If we don’t, Wally and Roland will
tear the rest of Wiggly World down and make it into a theme park with
the most popular attraction, Wally the Great!” “Oh no! I mean, oh
deer.” Jeff gasped. “Please Jeff? You can’t sleep all day long! We got some performing to do!” Murray
explained and convinced Jeff. “Well, okay!” Jeff said with an agreement.
When Anthony, Jeff, and Murray came down stairs, Anthony said, “Okay, we’re all ready to go!”
“But what about Greg?” Rachel asked, thoughtfully. Murray explained the story, sadly, “Well, one time
at the final concert, Greg wasn’t feeling really well after all of the performing he did. So, he collapsed
and I was there reporting the nurses and fans to rush Greg to the hospital.” Rachel and I felt so
surprised about Greg’s heart condition! Murray continued “Well, luckily, an AAD machine shocked

Greg’s heart to a normal rhythm. Which means Greg’s life is
saved, but he’s still must retire by exercising and staying
healthy until his heart is beating.” I said, sadly, “Oh no,
without Greg performing as a yellow lead singer, which yellow
Wiggle will lead the rest of the Wiggles!” Then, another
yellow Wiggle named, Emma joined in and said, “Hey, I can be
the yellow Wiggle leader!” “You would?” Jeff asked. “Yes,
Jeff! I heard downstairs that you all are trying to get
back together to raise up to $6,000,000 in order to
bring back Network Wiggles and prevent Wiggly World
from being torn down, right?” “Yes!” Murray said.
“But where are we going to drive in?” Rachel asked.
Anthony had an idea!
When Captain Feathersword, Wags, Dorothy,
Henry, Rachel and I came outside and in front of the
garage door, Emma, Anthony, Murray, and Jeff opened
the garage door and they still have the big red car still inside. “Say, hello, to the big red car!” Anthony
said. “Uh, hello?!” Rachel joked. “I can’t believe you still have the big red car!” I gasped. “So, who’s
gonna drive?” Captain Feathersword asked, thoughtfully. “I will drive!” Emma smiled as she hold up her
keys.

On our big red car ride, Emma
sang, “Jump in the car, buckle up, and
we can ride the whole day long! Ride
into town, walk down the street, get
back in the car, and buckle up in our
seatbelts! That’s the way we do it!
Riding in the big red car! Big red car!
Big red car! Toot toot, chugga chugga,
big red car! Travel near and travel
far…! Toot toot, chugga chugga, big
red car! We’re gonna ride the whole
day long!” Up ahead, The Wiggles,
Captain Feathersword, Wags,
Dorothy, Henry, Rachel and I saw the
rainbow portal. We flew across the
rainbow and landed onto the Wiggly
world. There were sheep’s and cows
everywhere. Bees were flying
everywhere. We passed Dorothy’s garden, Wag’s doghouse, Captain Feathersword’s pirateship, and
Wiggletown.

When the Wiggles, Captain Feathersword, Wags, Dorothy,
Henry, Rachel and I arrived at the Wigglehouse, Rachel and I helped
the Wiggles unpack their stuff. I looked all around Wiggly World
and gasped, “Holly cow! This is really the whole magical world of
the Wiggles!” “Well everyone, welcome home! Captain
Feathersword, Dorothy, Wags, and Henry, get your beach stuff,
Christmas decorations, magic kits, DVDs and groceries unloaded.
Rachel and Charlie, you ask Floras the Door to let us in.” Anthony
told us what to do. Rachel and I didn’t know what to say to Flora
the Door before. So we walked up to her and said, nervously,
“Hello?” Flora said back, “Sorry, the Wiggles aren’t at home.” I said,
“The Wiggles are over there, but they told us to asked you to let us
inside! So, open up, now!” “I will not open up until you say the
magic words!” Flora said. “Uh, please open this door?” I guessed.
“Nope!” Said Flora. Anthony came up and helped us by saying, “Uh, I
know the right magic word! Please, may we come inside?” “Yes, of
coarse! Enter!” Flora said, as she opened the door.
When the Wiggles, Rachel and I went inside the
Wigglehouse, we looked around. “Well, it’s good to be
home!” Emma smiled. “Yeah, it’s good to get back to my
own sleeping coach,” Jeff yawned. This time, I
remembered that we to head back to Network Wiggles and
rebuild the studio. I said, “Wait, we got to head back to
Network Wiggles!” Rachel said, “Charlie, you said that
there are two evil magicians guarding the studio!” Anthony
said, “Well actually, the two evil magicians were visiting the
studio, but there is a man who would want to give us permission for us to rebuild Network Wiggles! I’ll
take you there!” Before we hopped back at the big red car, Murray forgot about Captain Feathersword,
Wags, Dorothy, and Henry. He asked, “Do you guys want to come rebuild Network Wiggles with us?”
“Well, we love to, but we have to head to our homes too!” Captain Feathersword said. “Dorothy, would
you mind guard the Wigglehouse for us?” Emma asked. “Yes I will! See you when you, Rachel and
Charlie come back!” Dorothy said.
On our way back to Network Wiggles, Rachel and I saw a
man on the street. I said, “Emma stop the big red car!” So, Emma
stopped the big red car. A man in the suit walked up and said,
“Emma, Anthony, Murray, and Jeff, what you guys doing here?”
Murray explained, “Well, we reunited back together. Now we’re
going to head back to Network Wiggles to rebuild.” Anthony
joined in and said, “So, we’re looking for you to see if we can get
permission to perform our telethon up to $6,000,000?” “Look, I
really do like you all when we were younger, the answer is you all
don’t exist anymore,” said the man in the suit, as he pulled up the modern popular show on his phone.
“Take a look at this show that is popular right now.” The man in the suit show us the modern popular

show, Goofy Mini Golf, where kids and goofy clowns play a mini golf tournament. “I’m sorry! It’s never
going to happen! See you later, alligator!” Added the man in the suit. The Wiggles, Rachel and I felt
disappointed. Right before the man in the suit put away his phone, the channel announced, “Goofy
Mini Golf has been cancelled due to the private mini golf property!” “What?!” The man in the suit
gasped. But, before the man in the suit could say anything else, he made a deal by saying, “Okay, the
Wiggles! You got yourselves a show!” The Wiggles, Rachel and I cheered! “Thank you so much! You
won’t be sorry! I promise!” Emma said, happily.
Meanwhile, Wally was practicing his magic tricks, but
he’s doing a terrible job. Roland was reading the Economist
magazine. He announced, “Wally, Wally, Wally, it seems that
they have a competition on the Wiggles property. The
Economist said that the Wiggles reunited together.” “That’s
impossible! I’m trying to be a greatest magician ever, but I’m
not that great as my father!” Wally gasped. “No matter, that
studio will belong to me and your Wiggly World will belong to
you!” Roland said, sternly. “Well, I will be a good magician for
my very own attraction if I only need that wand!” Wally cried, as he pointed to the empty wand case.
Then, Roland had a cheaty idea! He said with his evil laugh, “Say, Wally, if you go down to the Wiggly
World, tear this place to the ground, and take Greg’s wand to me!”
Meanwhile, Emma drove Anthony, Jeff, Murray, Rachel
and I back to Network Wiggles. Anthony pressed the button on
the remote to open the garage door. We got out of the car and
rode the scooters down the hall and into the stage. Anthony
stood in front and announced, “Welcome back to Network
Wiggles!” “I know this place has been run down for over 15
years, but we need someone who help repair the studio!”
Murray said, thoughtfully. “I think Charlie and I, just a two of
us, will be happy to help you rebuild the studio!” Rachel said,
happily. “Well then, let’s get this place cleaned up!” Anthony
smiled. Emma repaired Network Wiggles News stage.
Anthony repaired Anthony’s Workshop stage. Jeff repaired
Where’s Jeff stage, but he felt tired. In fact, he fell asleep.
Murray came in and shouted, “1, 2, 3, WAKE UP JEFF!!!” Jeff
woke up and he got back to work. Emma scrolled through the
rolodex for some audience’s phone numbers. Emma picked up
the phone and called, “Hello?” Rachel and I cleaned out the
lights, camera, and action. Finally, the whole Network Wiggles
was completely finished. Anthony came back and said with a
smile, “Wow! Great job, everyone! I can’t believe that this is an
actual Network Wiggles!” “Yeah, but what about Dorothy, Henry,
Wags, and Captain Feathersword?” I asked. “Don’t worry about them, we’ll be back to pick them up and
later around 8:00PM, the concert will begin!” Murray said.

Meanwhile, Wally rode his bike through the rainbow and landed onto the Wiggly World. “Ahh,
Wiggly World, a magical world where it belongs to me!” Wally joked. First, Wally stopped at the
Wigglehouse. Wally haven’t seen the face on the door before. He said, “Will you open this door?”
Flora said, “I will not open up!” “What do you mean?” Wally asked. “The Wiggles aren’t at home.” Flora
answered. Wally thought of a cheaty idea. He lied, “Well, I guess I might be leaving.” Wally pretended
that he walked away from Flora the door, sneaked past the backyard, opened the back door and went
inside the Wigglehouse. Wally crawled underneath the table and stole the magic wand. Wally felt so
happy that he stole the wand. In fact, Wally ran away with it. When Dorothy came into the kitchen, she
felt surprised that the magic wand is gone! She gasped, “Greg’s magic wand! It’s gone!” She looked out
the window and saw Wally running away with Greg’s wand. She said, “Hey, you bring Greg’s old magic
wand back!” Dorothy went out of the door and ran after him.

Next, Wally stopped right next to Wag’s doghouse. So, he
sneaked down the slide into Wag’s doghouse. Inside Wag’s doghouse,
Captain Feathersword was teaching Wags how to play fetch. “Now
Wags, me hearty, I’m going to teach you how to fetch. I’m going to
throw my feathersword and you’re gonna fetch it. Fetch is when you
go get my feathersword and you bring it back, okay? Ready, set,
fetch!” Captain Feathersword told Wags as Captain Feathersword
threw his feathersword. “Captain Feathersword is trying to trick
me!” Wags joked. “Why do I have to fetch his feathersword?”
Captain Feathersword figured out why Wags doesn’t want to play
fetch. Captain Feathersword thought to himself and said, “Oh I see,
you don’t understand. Maybe, I’ll show you.” Captain
Feathersword proved Wags as he acted like a dog fetching for his
feathersword and brought it back to Wags. “Lazy Captain
Feathersword gets plenty of exercise.” Wags groaned. Then along
came the Wagettes! Captain Feathersword turned around and said,
“Oh Wagettes, me hearties! I was teaching Wags how to play fetch!
Now, who’s the scallywag who did this?” The Wagettes pointed at
Captain Feathersword. “Me? I’m a scallywag! Oh, silly, silly!”
Captain Feathersword joked.
Wally slide down and said, “Hi, uh, Mr. Dog… I mean, Wags.
Would you like to see my magic powers?” “Aaahhh! It’s Wally the
Great!” Captain Feathersword cried. “Keep away from my pals or

else…” “Or else, what?” Wally joked. “Oh, you mean that I will use my
great powers to hypnotize those Wagettes with my magic wand!”
“Look at my eyes! Are you getting sleepy?” The Wagettes began to fall
asleep. Then, he got away again. Captain Feathersword felt so
surprised. In fact, he cried, “Oh my gosh, me hearties! Wake up!” The
Wagette’s got up, dizzily.
Then, Dorothy slid down into Wag’s doghouse. She said, “Hi
Captain Feathersword! Hi Wags! What happened here?” “Oh, Dorothy! Wally the Great used his
magical powers to hypnotize those Wagettes!” Captain Feathersword explained. “It was horrible, but
thank goodness I waked them up!” “Oh, I
understand! Well, Wally just stole Greg’s magic
wand! We got to get it back!” Dorothy
explained, too. “Well then, what are you
waiting for, let’s go get him!” Wags said,
immediately. Wags, Dorothy, the Wagettes,
and Captain Feathersword walked up the slide.
“Which way did he go?” Wags asked. Wally
rode his bike to the left. Dorothy said, “This
way!” Dorothy, Wags, and the Wagettes went
after Wally. As soon as Captain Feathersword
came out of Wag’s doghouse, he shouted, “Hey, you can’t go without me or else you’ll get hurt! Hey!
Wait!” Captain Feathersword went after Wags Dorothy and the Wagettes.
While Captain Feathersword catch up to Dorothy, Wags, and the Wagettes, they chased Wally
through Sneezy Street, Wiggle Street, Windy Street, Freezing Street, Happy/Sad Street, Dancing Street,
Upside Down Street, and Slippery Street! “Wiggle Street is a lot of fun!” Wags said. “Yeah, but we have
to get Greg’s magic wand back,” Dorothy said. In the back, Captain Feathersword gasped, “Boy, they’re
working hard for getting Greg’s wand back!”

The Wagettes went in front of Dorothy Wags and Captain Feathersword. The Wagettes crawled
between their legs. Right when the Wagettes walked onto the street, Wags, Dorothy, Captain
Feathersword caught up and shouted, “Stop!” Along came, Officer Beeps. She blew the whistle to
prevent the Wagettes from crossing the street. Captain Feathersword said, immediately, “Oh, careful,
me hearties! There will be traffic! You got to stop listen and look both ways!” Captain Feathersword
began to sing, “You stop at the lights, look both ways, look both ways again! Wait for the traffic to come
to a stop! Then, cross the road with friends! Say it again, Captain Feathersword! Stop at the lights, look
both ways, look both ways again! Wait for the traffic to come to a stop! We cross the road, cross the
road, cross the road with friends!” “Oh we understand now, Captain Feathersword!” Wags groaned.
Dorothy saw that Wally was heading toward Captain Feathersword’s pirate ship. She shouted, “There
he is! Let’s go get him!” Captain Feathersword, Officer Beeps, Wags, Dorothy, and the Wagettes went
after Wally again.
Meanwhile, the Wiggles, Rachel and I got back to the Wigglehouse. I forgot the magic words for
Flora. I asked, “Anthony, what are the magic words again?” Anthony whispered into my ear, “Please,
may we come inside?” “Okay! Uh, please… may we come
inside?” I asked, nervously with the right magic words. “Hmmm,
can you say it again please?” Flora said. “I said, please, may we
come inside?” I said, again. “Yes, of course! Enter!” Flora said,
as she opened the door. When we came inside, Rachel said,
“Dorothy, we got our concert tonight at 8:00! Dorothy?”
“Where is Dorothy?” Jeff asked. Emma looked at the left of
Greg’s magic hat and saw that Greg’s magic wand is gone. She
gasped, “Oh no! Greg’s old magic wand! It’s gone!” “Really?
Now, who might’ve taken it?” Jeff asked, thoughtfully. Murray
thought to himself until he figured out who stole Greg’s wand.
He said, “I know who stole Greg’s magic wand is Wally the
Great!” Emma, Anthony, Jeff, Rachel and I felt surprised that
Wally stole Greg’s wand. Emma said, sadly, “Oh no! If Wally
stole Greg’s wand, Greg may come back when he’s all better and
he’ll be so mad at us!” Anthony puts his hand onto Emma’s
shoulder and said, “Don’t worry about Greg! He’s still retired
because he has to keep his heart healthy and…” But before
Anthony could say anything else, the doorbell rang. Murray said,
“That’s sounds like a doorbell! There might be someone at the
front door right now!”

Murray walked up the front door and opened the front door. It was Greg! Rachel and I couldn’t
believe they saw Greg that came in later. Murray asked, “Greg? What are you doing here?” Emma
came in front and gasped, “I thought you’re retired and now you’re exercising for your heart so that you
won’t a heart attack again?” Greg explained, “I did retire! I am exercising for my heart still! I just
checked in with my nurses at the Australian Hospital and my heart was feeling better again because my
heart is finally beating up. The nurses said that I can head back Wiggling and performing tonight around
8:00.” I didn’t know Greg knew about the Wiggles performance tonight. I asked, “Whoa, whoa, whoa,
how did you know about performing with us tonight?” “Well, the man told me too!” “Well, that’s great,
but the problem is that Wally stole your magic wand and I’m afraid that you’ll be mad at us,” Emma said,
nervously. Greg smiled, “Oh, Emma! It’s not your fault! It’s just an old fashion magic wand. We can
always look for a new one.” “Yes, but what about Dorothy?” Rachel asked. “Oh, we got go find
Dorothy!” Greg said. The whole Wiggles, Rachel and I headed onto the road to find Dorothy, Wags,
Wagettes, Captain Feathersword, and Officer Beeps.

Meanwhile, on Captain Feathersword’s pirate ship, Wally saw the ocean below and he also saw
Dorothy, Wags, Captain Feathersword, Officer Beeps, and the Wagettes almost caught up to Wally. He
said with his evil laugh, “Looks like he brought a giant gorilla to come after me. Not this time!”
Suddenly, Wally dropped Greg’s wand into the water and he hid behind a barrel. When Captain
Feathersword, Officer Beeps, Wags, Dorothy, and the Wagettes walked upon Captain Feathersword’s
pirate ship, Wags asked, “Hey, where did Greg’s wand go?” Dorothy looked down at the bottom of the
ocean. She said, as she pointed down, “It’s down at the bottom of the ocean!” “We can’t swim down
there or else we’ll drown!” Captain Feathersword said.
Dorothy turned around and saw me, Rachel, and the Wiggles walking up to Captain
Feathersword, Officer Beeps, the Wagettes, Dorothy and Wags. She even saw Greg with them. Dorothy
asked, “Greg? What are you doing here? I thought you’re retired and you’re exercising for your heart.”
Greg explained, “I did retire! I am exercising for my heart
still! I just checked in with my nurses at the Australian
Hospital and my heart is finally beating up once again. I
checked with the nurses at the hospital and they said that I
can head back Wiggling and performing tonight with all of
you, but did Wally stole my magic wand?” “Yes, but it’s
down at the bottom of the ocean,” Captain Feathersword
exclaimed. “We can’t breathe underwater.” “Breathe
underwater? Well, the nurses told me to breathe in this oxygen tank, right here!” Greg said, as he hold

the oxygen tank. “Wow!” We gasped. “Well then, what are you wait for let’s dive underwater!”
Anthony said, excitedly. “The Wagettes, Officer Beeps, and I will stay up here until you get out,” Captain
Feathersword said. “Good idea, Captain Feathersword!” Greg smiled. Dorothy, Wags, the Wiggles,
Rachel and I put our oxygen tanks on and we dove underwater.
At the bottom of the ocean, Henry was waiting for the
Wiggles, Rachel and I to get back. He’s really excited to hear the good
news for the concert tonight. Henry groaned, “I wish the Wiggles
were here to hear about this.” Suddenly, Greg’s magic wand sunk
down to the bottom of the ocean and bumped Henry’s head. “Oww!
What was that?” Henry gasped, as he picked up Greg’s wand. “A
magic wand? Where did that came from?” Wags, the Wiggles, Rachel
and I landed at the bottom of the ocean and came up to Henry. We
said, “Hi Henry!” “Hello everyone!” Henry said, as he waved his
tentacle. “Where’s Dorothy?” Dorothy came down and made a
loud stomp underwater like a dinosaur rumble. “Hi Henry!”
Dorothy said. “Hey Dorothy!” Henry said. “What did the man have
to say?” Murray said, “Well, the good news is that we have a
chance to perform tonight’s show around 8:00!” “Well good, but
what was that?” Henry asked. “What is what?” Emma asked.
“This!” Henry said, as he hold Greg’s wand. “My magic wand!
Thanks Henry!” Greg smiled. Wags looked up at the sky and the sun is setting fast. He said, “It’s getting
dark now, we got to head to the telethon concert!” “What’s a telethon?” Henry asked. Dorothy
explained, “A telethon is a concert where you perform to make the audience call the Wiggly theater.
And the more people call the Wiggly theater, the more money they’ll reach up to $6,000,000.” “Well,
we better head to the big red car!” Jeff said. The Wiggles, Captain Feathersword, Officer Beeps, the
Wagettes, Wags, Dorothy, Henry, Rachel and I jumped up and swam back up to the surface.
Meanwhile, Wally looked down below and saw that Henry gave
Greg his wand back and they all swam to shore. “Man, I can’t
believe that purple jellyfish gave Greg’s wand back and now
they’re heading to the telethon concert tonight!” Wally said to
himself. “Oh, Roland is going to be so mad! What will Wally do?”
Wally thought of another evil plan. He had an evil idea! “Roland
and I can use our magical powers to turn off the power of the
Wiggly theater!” Added Wally with his evil laugh.
Meanwhile, the Wiggles drove Captain Feathersword, Officer
Beeps, the Wagettes, Wags, Dorothy, Henry, Rachel and I on the
big red car to the Wiggly theater. We drove through Wiggletown,
flew across the rainbow and landed back into Australia. Soon, we
drove down to Sydney. “Hurry, the concert will start in 15
minutes!” Rachel cried. When we arrived at the Wiggles theater,
the Wiggles gathered up their musical instruments. Captain
Feathersword, Officer Beeps, the Wagettes, Wags, Dorothy, and
Henry set up the lights, camera, and action. Emma said, “Okay, this is it everybody! 8 minutes to air!” I

turned around and saw that Greg walked off stage. I asked, “Greg, where are you going?” “I am unable
to perform right now,” Greg said. I felt surprised! In fact, I walked up to Murray and said, “Uh, Murray!
I need to talk to you about Greg.” “Don’t worry about Greg! He’s going to do great and I think you’ll do
well giving us a stagehand!” Murray said.
Meanwhile, Roland was playing a little game of archery. He tried to aim the target, but Wally
interrupted and said, “Excuse me!” Roland got distracted. In fact, he shot the narrow at the top right of
the target. “Sorry, that I interrupt your archery, but you got to…” Wally tried to tell Roland. But before
he could say anything else, the TV channel said, “Coming up next on ABC is The Wiggles Telethon, where
the Wiggles reunite and perform up to $6,000,000!” Roland became so mad. In fact, he shot the
narrow at the TV. “I guess we’re gonna have to go with plan B!” Roland said, angerly. “That’s exactly
what my idea is going to be!” Wally said with his evil laugh.

